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Abstract

This paper attempts to develop a better theoretical understanding of re ective systems.
We begin by a developing a re ective extension of the v -calculus and de ne a simple operational semantics for it based on the in nite tower model described in [10]. We then develop
an equational logic from this semantics. The resulting logic is shown to be weak because of
re ective properties. We establish properties about this logic and show that it corresponds to
the operational semantics.

1 Introduction
Re ection was introduced by Smith [10] as a framework for language extension. He modeled this
framework as an in nite tower of interpreters|each interpreter being just a program interpreted by
the interpreter above it|with the user's program running at the lowest level. To be a little more
explicit, the user program runs at level 0 by an interpreter, which is a program at level 1. This
program in turn is interpreted by an identical program at level 2 and so on. Carrying this chain to
the limit, we have an in nite tower of interpreters. If we think of a program behaving as a function
at level n, it actually is just a data structure being interpreted at level n + 1. The re ective tower
enables one to access this data structure by providing so-called level shifting operators. Thus a
program running at level n can use the level-shifting operator to look at its execution as viewed by
the interpreter at level n + 1. This operation is called rei cation. The inverse operation is called
re ection. What is crucial here is that a given program in this re ective framework can behave not
only as a function, but also as a data structure that can be examined and manipulated to change
its behavior. These properties lead to an easily extensible language since the structures used by
the language implementation are accessible to the programmer. The programmer can now de ne
programming constructs that would otherwise have been either impossible or extremely dicult to
de ne. These properties have led to the adoption of re ection as a primary means for language
extensibility. An example is the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) [2, 7], which de nes a
re ective protocol for manipulating language constructs.
Our goal is to develop a programming logic for re ective languages. We begin with the call-byvalue v -calculus [9]. In section 2, we introduce our conventions for this language and then introduce
re ective properties in section 3. We then examine the e ects of this upon the induced programming
logic in section 4. The resulting logic turns out to be extremely weak in order to maintain con uence
1
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and correspondence with the operational semantics. Some standard theorems are proved about this
logic in section 4.1. Relation to previous work is discussed in section 5.

2 The v -calculus
We have the following basic syntactic categories in the language of the calculus.

hvari 2 V; a denumerable set of variables
hconsti 2 B; a denumerable set of constants
Terms in the language are de ned as follows.

hvaluei !
!
!
htermi !
!

hconsti
hvari
(hvari:htermi) abstraction
hvaluei
(htermi htermi) application

In the rest of this paper we use the following conventions. Lower case letters towards the beginning of the alphabet denote constants. The lower case letters towards the end of the alphabet
denote variables (e.g. v; w; x; y; z ). The upper case letters M; N; P; Q; R; S and T denote terms.
Upper case letters U; V and W denote hvaluei terms. hvaluei terms are referred to as values. The
set of all possible terms is denoted by .
We de ne the following notion of reduction ( ):

f((x:M )V ); M hx := V i) j V is a valueg
where, h:=i is the standard substitution operation. N is appropriately rewritten to avoid capturing
bindings from M ( -conversion). Basic constants interact in the following way ( ):

f((ab); (a; b)) j  : B  B ! B g
where  is a function that de nes the behavior of functional constants. We also have the usual
notions of free and bound variables. Any term without free variables is said to be closed. A term
is said to be in normal form if it contains no available applications on which -reduction can be
performed. This de nition of the language lacks re ective capabilities. The following sections show
how these might be introduced.

3 Adding re ection
At this point let us consider what it would mean to introduce re ection in this language. The view
of re ective systems that we are taking is base system + re ective properties. Traditional re ective
systems tend to reify operational entities and provide them as terms that can be manipulated by the
program. In this sense, we can never hope to have a generalized theory about re ective systems since
the theory will have to take into account the operational behavior of every base system. Traditional
calculi, on the other hand, are based upon substitutional equivalence and this gives rise to natural
rewrite semantics for the language. One can thus have two descriptions of the same base system
and end up with two di erent re ective systems, each with its own theory.
In this paper we introduce a simplistic re ective behavior based on a rewrite system implementing
our language and demonstrate its theory. The model we assume is simple: the computation begins
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with a term; a suitable redex is chosen; if none is found, the computation terminates; otherwise the
redex is overwritten with its reduct and the process repeats.
Let us now consider what is necessary for adding re ective capabilities to this system. A crucial
fact that we noted before is that a term in the language can be applied as if it were a function, or
that it could be operated upon as if were a data structure. While there can be no solid proof that
this is an absolute requirement, it is common to re ective systems and it is indeed hard to conceive
of a system that claims to provide re ective properties and does not have this operation. Thus we
provide operations to convert a term to its representation (a data structure) and vice-versa.
Before we begin to think about how this is to be accomplished, let us look at what our representations should be.

3.1 Representations

Since we expect representations to be manipulated inside the language, it is obvious that they must
be terms in . Another requirement is that these terms must be in normal form. This is important
because it avoids having multiple representations for the same term. It is also reasonable to expect
that these terms be closed. A third requirement is that it should be possible to mechanically (i.e.,
within the framework of the language) evaluate a representation so that we can obtain a behavior
identical to the term that it represents.
Thus the space of representations is a subset of  that meets the above criteria. Let us call
this subset R . For example, one well known and widely used representation is the encoding of the
Godel number of a term as a Church numeral. For the sake of simplicity, we assume representations
to be constants, and that these representations can be inductively speci ed [8]. Such a speci cation
would permit recursive examination of terms.

3.2 The representation function

We can now de ne a representation function fR :  ! R that gives us the representation of any
term in , based on our chosen representation scheme. It is well known that such a function is
e ective, given a suitable encoding. In a re ective system, however, there are some issues to be
dealt with.
If we are to make such an operator available in the language, we would need to x the order
of evaluation. i.e., the behavior of the rewrite system is completely speci ed and is known to the
programmer. For simplicity let us assume a left to right order of evaluation and evaluation of a term
in the function position stops once it evaluates to a value. Values are not further reduced.
The following is a well known result, but we present it here again for its relevance.

Theorem 1 fR is not expressible in .
This does not mean that fR is not computable. It implies that there is no term  in  such that
M ! M 0 where M 0 = fR (M ). This implies that the function fR must be added as a primitive

operation. Moreover, the re ective system can never know how it has been implemented. i.e., the
operation stands for itself and cannot be expressed in terms of other (non-re ective) operations in
the language.
A dual operation is required|one that gives us a term from its representation. One could
conceivably de ne an interpreter for the representations (such as Kleene's E combinator [1]), but
such a combinator is only de ned for closed terms, i.e., fR  E is not an identity. Such an operation
must again be de ned externally, and the re ective system cannot know of its implementation.
We thus introduce two more reductions in our language.
" M ! fR (M )
# M ! fR?1 (M ); M is a representation
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Recall that the order of evaluation is now xed, M may not be further reduced when applied to

". Muller [8] has introduced such operations in the context of LISP and has shown how con uence

can be preserved even when we relax the restrictions on the order of evaluation.

3.3 Turing Completeness and Evaluation Contexts

The v -calculus is a Turing Complete system. The corresponding rewriting evaluator for this calculus
is also de nable in v -calculus. Consequently, the rewrite system can itself be simulated by the v calculus. Therefore, if we are to make this rewrite system re ective, we need only provide one other
piece of information to the computation being performed. This is the current evaluation context[5].
Let us consider the rewrite system again. At any stage in the computation, the only information
it needs to maintain is a term and a redex. This forms the evaluation context. Note that we
are assuming the tree-reduction model, i.e., it is possible to distinguish di erent occurrences of
syntactically identical terms within the term. Thus we de ne an evaluation pair as a pair (T; P ),
where T is a term in , and P redex in T . A context is that part of T which does not include P .
As in the standard notation, we denote a context as a term with a hole [ ]. Thus the context in
the evaluation pair (T; P ) is denoted with the term T with P replaced by [ ]. We use C [ ] and its
subscripted versions to denote contexts. C [M ] denotes that M is the redex in a context C [ ], and so
it denotes an evaluation pair. C (M ) denotes the rst element of the evaluation pair corresponding
to C [M ].
So the re ective rewrite system need only provide the operation that rei es the current evaluation
context. Thus, we extend the function fR to be de ned on evaluation pairs.

3.4 Reifying contexts

The process of \stepping back" to re ect upon a computation is now fairly straightforward. We
next give a program the ability to re ect upon its context. We introduce an operation that yields
the rei ed context. We also introduce a dual operation that restores a rei ed context. As we shall
see, these operations are adequate to model movement within the tower.
Brown introduces the concept of meta-continuations to describe the tower [11]. The metacontinuations keep track of the information maintained in each interpreter in the tower. E ectively,
meta-continuations maintain a history of rei cations in the tower. The meta-continuations, however,
are not rei able. In fact, in the model proposed, attempting to remove meta-continuations from the
semantics is shown to introduce unsolvable terms. The reason for this is that meta-continuations
are in nite objects (circular, actually), and represent the in nity of interpreters executing above the
current level.
We, however, view the tower in a slightly di erent way|while Brown looks at how far the tower
extends above, we look at the how far the tower extends below. This extent is always nite. This
nite tower is the complete evaluation context. IR, a re ective interpreter de ned in [6] is also
based on this niteness of the execution context and explicitly builds a nite tower of interpreters.
Viewing this nite portion of the tower as the evaluation context raises another question. Does this
context have to be explicitly strati ed as it is in the nite portion of the tower? An interpreter at
a lower level is waiting for a result from the one above it. Computationally speaking, however, the
interpreter at the higher level does not \know" this. The value from this interpreter is returned when
the starting continuation is invoked. Thus as far as the interpreter at the current level is concerned,
it does not know about the strati cations of the continuation. Thus at any point, the interpreter just
has a choice between keeping the continuation or discarding it and both these choices are available
in our language since it has the ability to install arbitrary evalution pairs. We thus choose to avoid
demarcating boundaries of continuations.
It is now time to formalize these operations. We extend the syntax of terms to now include the
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N (re ect) and J (reify).

htermi ! (N
htermi)
re ect form
! (Jhtermi htermi) reify form

We next de ne applicative contexts. Intuitively, these are contexts that would be generated in
the usual evaluation order of the rewrite system. We de ne these as follows:
hC [ ]i ! [ ]
(empty context)
! (hC [ ]ihtermi)
! (hJvalueihC [ ]i)
! (J
hC [ ]ihtermi)
! (NhvalueihC [ ]i)
! ( hC [ ]i)
Henceforth, we will use the previously introduced notation for contexts to apply correspondingly to
applicative contexts. This de nition of applicative contexts enforces a strict order of evaluation from
left to right. We can nally describe the operational semantics of the rewrite system. The rewrite
rules are as follows:
C [(x:M
JV)UV ]] !! CC [[MV Vhx0] := V i] V 0 = fR(C [N ]); U = fR(N )
C[ N
C0 [ V ] ! C1[N ]
fR (C1[N ]) = V
In order to maintain
N the internal consistency of the rewrite system we must restrict the context
representations that can install. We could otherwise install an evaluation pair for which no
rewrite system rule is de ned. We require that the context C1[ ] must be an applicative context.
We use ! to denote successive applications of the rewrite rules. We de ne the function E on
terms to be E (M ) = V when M ! V . We say that two terms M and N are operationally equivalent
if they can be substituted for each other in an arbitrary context (i.e., not just an applicative context).
More formally, M  N i for any program context C such that C [MN ] is closed, E (C [M ]) =
E (C [N ]) if either isJde ned and both are unde ned otherwise.
Notice that the operator is similar to the call/cc operator found in languages such as Scheme.
The di erence here is that the context contains more than just the control context in that it can
be examined as data here. Since these two operations work onNexact J
snapshots of the context, it is
a trivial matter to de ne the operations " and # in terms of and . We therefore do not treat
these operators separately in the rest of the paper.

3.5 Renaming variables

One problem, however, remains in this description of the rewrite system. With function application,
there might be implicit -conversion. The rewrite semantics must make it clear what rule it applies
for renaming bound variables before doing the substitution. Approaches to doing substitution have
been described by Curry et al. [4] and de Bruijn [3]. While machine implementations of the v calculus are implicitly in the style of de Bruijn renaming, we use the former for simplicity. Curry
dictates a canonical sequence of variables and picks the rst variable in this list that is not a
free variable in the argument term. We will not explicate this rule further and assume that the
substitution operation is suitably rede ned.

3.6 Some Examples of Re ective Programming

Let us consider the simple example of de ning the # operator in terms of the other re ective operators. Let us assume that the encoding is now xed and suitable functions that extract and combine
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sub-terms from the representation of a context have been de ned. For simplicity, let us assume a
call-by-value order of evaluation. The way we de ne the # operator is as follows. We rst obtain the
representation of current context. We then replace the redex in this context with the operand of #
and install this new context as the current context. Thus we have:
#=def (r:J(c:replace-redex c r)a)
where a is a constant (representing an applicative context) that is ignored. Here replace-redex is a
term which takes the representation of an evaluation pair and replaces the redex with the second
argument. The second argument must be the representation of a term.
Another example is that of de ning the control construct call/cc, found in languages such as
Scheme and ML. Such an operator will obtain the context in which it is invoked, package it up in a
procedure and when this procedure is applied, the captured context will be restored. Thus we can
de ne call/cc as follows:
J
N
call/cc =def (p:( (c:p(v: (replace-redex c (# v))))a))
Again, a is a similar constant that is ignored.

4 The Programming Logic
In this section we develop a calculus for the operational semantics described above. In the following
subsections, we prove certain properties about the calculus and give an example of reasoning with
this calculus.
Re ective operations in the language are de ned in terms of the rewrite system executing the
language. While this may not be a problem operationally, it is problematic in the resulting calculus.
The meaning of terms is now dependent upon the context in which they are evaluated. This can
be seen simply by observing the term that returns the rei ed context as its value. Equational logics
work by locally reducing terms and using this reduction in contexts where these terms occur as subterms. This usually means that equational logics inherently have the freedom of making reductions
in a relatively unrestricted order. Re ective operations, however, do not permit this freedom as can
be seen from the example below.
J
J
([( (x:x))]N ) ! fR (( (x:x))N )
J
If we choose to reduce N before we reduce the term, we get
J
fR ([ (x:x)]N 0)
J
We could try to repair this by specifying that N cannot be reduced if it is being applied to a form,
as has been done in [8]. This automatically forces us to reduce the term in the function position
as much as we can before we reduce the term in the argument position. Where do we stop the
reduction? Since we are trying to provide a logic for the rewrite system, it makes sense to stop
the reduction when the term is a value, or a reify(re ect) form with value arguments. Moreover,
because of this, values in function positions should not be reduced further since this could give rise
to two di erent answers if the argument term is a reify form. Also, the restriction of checking for
the reify form before reducing an argument can very easily be defeated by wrapping the reify form
inside a lambda expression. There seems to be only one solution: values in any position must not be
reduced further and reduction should proceed strictly in the prescribed order of the rewrite system.
Since -abstractions are values, this strong restriction gives us a very weak equational logic in which
-abstractions only reduce to themselves.
The logic we de ne is similar in spirit to [5]. The idea is that the rei cation operation captures its
context incrementally. Moreover, this capturing must correspond to the atomicity of the rei cation
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(M; N ) 2 [ r eflect r [ r eflect l [ r eify r [ r eify l
M !r N
M !r M 0 M is not a value
MZ !r M 0Z
N !r N 0
V N !r V N 0
R !r R0 N
N
(V ( R)) !r (V ( R0))
N !rNN 0 N is not N
a value
(N ( R)) !r (N 0 ( R))
0
R!
r R R is not
N
N a value
(( R)N ) !r (( R0 )N )

J
J
J
J
J

J
J
J
J
J

N !r N 0 N is not0 a value
(N ( MR)) !r (N ( MR))
M !r M 0 M is not a value
(V ( MR)) !r (V ( M 0R))
R !r R0 R is not a value
(V ( UR)) !r (U ( V R0))
M !r M 0 M is not a 0 value
(( MR)N ) !r (( M R)N )
R !r R0 R is not a value
(( V R)N ) !r (( V R0)N )

Figure 1: Schema for the calculus

(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
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operation in the rewrite system. i.e., it must not force reductions in any part of its context. It must
also re ect the order of evaluation. We de ne the following notions of reduction:

f(((JJJU V )N ); (JJU a ppr (V; fR (N ))))
j U; V; N 2 ; U; V are valuesg[
f(( ( U V )N ); ( U reify-rep(fR (JUV ); fR (N ))
j U; V 2 ; U; V are valuesg[
f((N(J U V )); (J U re ect-rep(fR (JUV ))
j U; V 2 ; U; V are valuesg[

(r eify r )

where a ppr is a function whose rst argument is a context representation, the second argument
is a term representation and it incrementally extends the context representation with the term representation on the right in the obvious way. Its dual a ppl extends the context representation to the
left. The corresponding functions reify-rep and re ect-rep build representations corresponding to
the reify and re ect forms. The corresponding reduction for the left context is:

J M R)); (J M a ppl (R; fR(N )))) j M; N; R are valuesg[
f((N
( J
J
f(( U ( V W )); (J V reify-rep(fR (U ); fR (J V W )))
j U; V; W 2 ; U; V; W are valuesg

(r eify l )

N ignores its context. We therefore de ne:
f((VN(NU )); (N
U )) j U; V 2  are valuesg
(r eflect l )
f((( U )N ); (NU )) j U 2  is a valueg
(r eflectr )
N J
The idea is that these reductions would bubble up the and operators toNthe top level where
they would be reduced by special rules called computation rules. The rule for will simply install
The operation

the term whose representation is the rst argument to the operation as the term to be operated
upon. i.e.,

f(((NU ); N ) j U is a valueg

(r eflect top )

where N is the termNcorresponding to the evaluation pair represented by U . This rule needs some
clari cation. The operation in the rewrite system installs not only the term being rewritten
but also the sub-term to be rewritten next. Since the equational logic does not speci cally have a
\next redex", the restriction on the kinds of context representations a re ect operation can handle
ensures that the only available redex in the term corresponds to the particular sub-term that is to
be rewritten next.
J
Similar considerations also apply for the computation rule for :

f((J V fR (C [N ])); (C (V (fR (C [N ]))))) j V is a valueg

(r eify top )

The schema for the calculus is given in gure 1. We de ne !R to be the re exive, transitive
closure of !r . We also de ne =R to be the corresponding equivalence relation. We then add the
computation reductions r eflect top and r eify top to get the nal notion of reduction:
r = reifytop [ re ecttop [ !R
The re exive, transitive closure of this relation is denoted by R . We de ne =R to be the equivalence
relation de ned from R . Apart from having enforced a strict order of evaluation, the thing to be
noticed about this schema is that values cannot be further reduced. This is the price one must
pay for the consistency of the logic in the presence of re ective operations. The resulting logic is
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extremely weak in that functions, which would otherwise behave identically, cannot be proved equal.
Although it sounds negative, this is actually consistent with our paradigm of re ective programming
since there are instances where one would like to di erentiate between values which would behave
identically in other situations. The " operation is a simple example.

4.1 Properties of the logic

In this section, we prove some properties about the logic. The presentation here is similar to the
one in [5], which in turn follows [1] and [9].

Lemma 1 For any term M , there is at most one term M 0, such that M !r M 0.
Proof: By a simple induction on the structure of terms.
From this we have:

Lemma 2 !R is Church-Rosser.
Proof: By the previous lemma, and the fact that !R is the transitive closure of !r .
The computation rules are also trivially Church-Rosser. Since no non-re exive !R reductions are

de ned on values, and the computations are de ned only on terms that are composed of values, these
two reductions commute. By the Hindley-Rosen theorem (see [1]), their union is Church-Rosser.
Thus, the theory is consistent.
Since there is only one order of reduction, the standardization properties of the logic also follow
trivially.
We should now establish the equivalence between the calculus and the operational semantics.

Lemma 3 M ! N implies M R N .
Proof: By cases on the rewrite system rules and induction on the structure of M .
This lemma entails the following result.

Lemma 4 M ! N implies M R N .
Lemma 5 M R V then M ! V .
Proof: Since !R is transitively closed, two or more consecutive applications of !R can be converted
into a single application of !R . We can thus shorten the reduction from M to V such that it is
only a sequence of r reductions with no sub-sequence of consecutive !R applications being longer
than one. The result then follows by induction on the length of this sequence.
These lemmas help us conclude:

Theorem 2 (Simulation). M ! V i M R V .

Since the reductions in the logic are forced to follow the reductions in the rewrite system, we have
the following theorem:

Theorem 3 (Operational eqiuivalence) For M; N in ,
1. if M =R N , M  N

2. if C [M ] =R C [N ], for any applicative context C , them M  N .
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4.2 Reasoning with this calculus

Let us consider the # operator again. Based on its de nition, we can conclude that C [# fR (M )] =R
C [M ] (1). and from the operational equivalence theorem above, it follows that # fR (M )  M . The
proof of (1) above can be carried out by a simple induction on the structure of applicative contexts.

5 Related Work

This work is based on earlier work by Muller [8] and Felleisen et al. [5]. Muller examined " and #
in the context of LISP. He developed a calculus for reasoning about these operators. Felleisen et al.
developed an equational theory for control constructs such as call/cc. We have combined features
from both these calculi. Plotkin [9] was the rst to develop the v -calculus.

6 Conclusions
The in nite tower model described by Smith [10] can really be described in much simpler operational
terms. While the system we have described here does not support rst-class environments, we believe
that it captures the essence of re ective programming. We pointed out that there are limitations to
the re ective capability of systems and that re ective systems depend crucially on a de ning system
that cannot be re ected upon.
Re ection is a very attractive solution for building extensible systems. This paper shows that
reasoning about such systems is much harder. Language designers must take this into account when
introducing re ection into languages. We developed a calculus for reasoning about programs in this
system. The resulting calculus was shown to be consistent, although extremely weak. This weakness
is a consequence of the re ective properties of the system. Equational logics derive their power from
behavioral equivalence between terms. Since behavioral equivalence between terms is signi cantly
reduced in re ective systems, the corresponding equational logic has turned out to be weak.
The weakness of the logic stems from the fact that the operational semantics distinguishes between terms that would behave similarly otherwise. If we were to reduce this distinction, we could
strike a compromise between a more powerful logic and adequate operational re ection. Meta-Object
protocols [7] as in CLOS are aimed at this sort of compromise. Although weak, this logic is only
a starting point for developing theoretical models for re ective languages. The insight gained by
developing this logic will help us design re ective programming languages that will be easier to
reason about and implement.
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